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Abstract

Asymmetric information plays an important role in markets and politics. When

parties are asymmetrically informed and have misaligned preferences, they may

be hurt by adverse selection. By contrast, if parties know that their preferences

are aligned, they may benefit from advantageous selection. Using a laboratory

experiment, we investigate the degree to which individuals account for adverse and

advantageous selection. By comparing behavior in a game in which subjects are

asymmetrically informed with behavior in a game where those same subjects are

symmetrically uninformed, we find evidence that a significant fraction of subjects

account for these selection effects. We find that removing strategic uncertainty

significantly increases the fraction of subjects who account for selection effects.

Across our treatments, we find that subjects account for adverse selection to a

greater degree than they account for advantageous selection. In addition, we find

that a sizable fraction of subjects who do not behave according to predictions are

in fact able to understand selection effects but do not apply that knowledge.
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1 Introduction

Asymmetric information plays a central role in many economic and social interactions.

An important consequence of asymmetric information is that it has clear implications

for selection, and when individuals account for that selection, it can significantly alter

their behavior. In the context of markets, Akerlof (1970) illustrates how buyers should be

pessimistic about the quality of products being sold given that sellers are willing to sell

those objects. Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976) argue that insurance providers should set

premiums anticipating that those who have a higher likelihood of claiming the insurance

have a greater incentive to buy it. Similarly, the “No-Trade Theorem” (Milgrom and

Stokey, 1982) articulates how bettors engaged in speculative trading should draw infer-

ences based on the motive that others have for taking opposing bets. In auctions, rational

bidders should recognize the Winner’s Curse, namely that winning an object reveals bad

news about the information that others have about its value (Wilson, 1977).

Across these settings, we see a common theme, namely that of endogenous selection.

From the perspective of each individual, the payoff of an available option—be it buying

used cars, selling insurance, or taking a bet—is determined both by nature and the en-

dogenously chosen actions of other parties. In the cases mentioned above, the selection is

adverse in that it reduces the payoff from choosing a risky option. But selection need not

always be adverse; when preferences are aligned, then the selection may be advantageous.

De Meza and Webb (2001) and Fang, Keane, and Silverman (2008) argue how if potential

insurees are heterogeneous in their risk preferences and privately informed about their

risk type, the selection may be advantageous : those who have a higher demand for in-

surance may be risk-averse individuals who are “good risks” for an insurer.1 Similarly, in

common-value elections, Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1996) argue that some voters may

be willing to abstain on ballot propositions to let other better informed voters cast the

decisive votes. They are willing to do so because these voters share common preferences,

and benefit from the selection of outcomes generated by the actions of others.

Although selection effects are fundamental to our understanding of market, political

and social interactions, assessing how people account for selection is difficult. Decisions

often involve both risk and potential inequity, and therefore risk attitudes and social

preferences are important confounding factors. Moreover, many settings in which selection

is endogenous are also complex decision problems on their own; for example, in auctions,

bidders face rich action spaces, compete against a number of other bidders, and may not

1Also see Finkelstein and McGarry (2006) and Veiga and Weyl (2016).
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find it obvious to think through the rules of the auction format. Therefore, an assessment

of people’s ability to account for selection effects is potentially confounded with other

behavioral biases or cognitive demands, only some of which may be interrelated.

Despite these challenges, it is nevertheless important to investigate the degree to which

subjects account for selection. On the one hand, endogenous selection is at the core of

theories of asymmetric information and their application. On the other hand, a growing

body of evidence suggests that a substantial fraction of subjects do poorly in reasoning

about contingencies (Esponda and Vespa, 2014, 2018, 2019; Li, 2017; Martinez-Marquina,

Niederle, and Vespa, 2019), which is central to behavior in settings with endogenous

selection.

In this paper, we design a simple laboratory experiment that isolates crucial features

of adverse and advantageous selection. Our experimental design allows us to compare

behavior in settings that feature adverse selection with those that feature advantageous

selection. Moreover, we can compare these difference against identical games but where

all subjects are symmetrically uninformed. Thus, our experiment allows us to remove

the confounds described above and assess the degree to which behavior is affected by

asymmetric information. Finally, we compare behavior between human players—where

strategic uncertainty is an important consideration—with behavior between human and

computer players, where the subjects are told the strategy played by the computer.

At the core of our design is a simple game. Two players, say Alice and Bob, jointly

choose between a safe and risky option. The safe option always yields identical payoffs

for each party. By contrast, the risky option, sometimes offers a higher payoff than the

safe option and sometimes lower. In some rounds, Alice’s and Bob’s payoffs are perfectly

aligned so that both always obtain identical payoffs from the risky option. In this positively

correlated case, either both gain or both lose from the risky option. In other rounds, Alice

and Bob have misaligned interests where exactly one of them gains from the risky option

and the other loses; this is a case where payoffs are negatively correlated.

There are two important features to the main part of our design. First, each player

votes for the safe or risky option, and the risky option is selected if and only if both of

them vote for it. Second, Alice privately observes the realized payoffs of the risky option

perfectly whereas Bob is only told whether it is positively or negatively correlated, and

this is common knowledge between them.

What do our standard theories of selection predict in this setting? If players are

selfish and play weakly undominated strategies, the informed player (Alice) should vote

for the risky option if and only if it benefits her. When payoffs are positively correlated,
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Bob should then always vote for the risky option because he can anticipate that the risky

option is selected only when it benefits him. Advantageous selection in this case motivates

him to vote for the risky option. By contrast, if payoffs are negatively correlated, then

Bob should always vote for the safe option, knowing that if he were to vote for the risky

option, it is selected only when he loses from it (and Alice gains from it). In this case,

Bob is deterred from voting for the risky option because of adverse selection.2

This theory offers a straightforward test of whether subjects account for selection

effects: when they are in the role of the uninformed player (Bob), do they choose the

risky option with a significantly higher likelihood when the payoffs are positively correlated

than when those payoffs are negatively correlated? However, this test does not identify

selection as the source because there may be other reasons that subjects respond to the

correlation of payoffs in this manner. Specifically, the negatively-correlated risky option

is ex ante fair but ex post unequal whereas the positively-correlated risky option is both

ex ante and ex post equal. Thus, if subjects are averse to ex post inequality, there is

a confounding rationale for the same behavioral predictions as the standard theory of

selection. We control for this confound by studying the behavior of our subjects in a

game in which it is common knowledge that both players are symmetrically uninformed.

We can use this part to isolate the effects of asymmetric information on behavior.

What do we find? We see consistent evidence of subjects accounting for selection ef-

fects. When information is asymmetric, a significantly larger share of subjects in the role of

the uninformed player choose the risky option when payoffs are positively correlated than

when payoffs are negatively correlated. By contrast, when subjects are symmetrically un-

informed, the gap in behavior between the positively-correlated and negatively-correlated

cases is small. Comparing the differences between the two indicates that a non-negligible

fraction of subjects do account for informational asymmetries. Approximately 20% of sub-

jects make every choice in a way that is fully consistent, without error, with predictions

of the standard model in all the rounds of the game.

We also investigate reasons for behavior that is inconsistent with the predictions of

the standard model. We start by considering whether subjects may instead be guided

by preferences for efficiency. Using a series of dictator games, we find that only a few of

our subjects display such preferences. We see stronger evidence that strategic uncertainty

influences subjects’ behavior. When information is asymmetric, particularly when the

safe option yields high rewards, uninformed subjects are unwilling to vote for the risky

2These predictions do not require equilibrium reasoning: given selfish preferences, all that is required
is two rounds of iterative elimination of weakly dominated strategies. Therefore, a level-k analysis with
a random-L0 specification generates identical predictions for all types that are L2 or above.
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option even when it is common knowledge that interests are aligned. This finding suggests

to us that subjects are worried about relying on the informed player to make the “right”

decision and worry that she may make a mistake.

We conduct a second treatment to assess this issue. In the second treatment, subjects

are never paired with each other. Instead they are paired with computerized “robot”

players whose strategies are common knowledge. In the asymmetric information game,

subjects know that the robot player chooses the risky option if and only if it generates a

higher (virtual) payoff for the robot than the safe option. We find that this significantly

increases the degree to which subjects account for selection: subjects are far less willing

to choose the risky option in negatively-correlated choices and more willing to do so in

positively-correlated choices. In fact, the fraction of subjects who behave according to

theory in all rounds almost doubles to 40%. Thus, strategic uncertainty captures (to some

degree) a divergence between the selection effects we see in “human-human” interactions

and those predicted by theory.

We also use our second treatment to investigate the degree to which subjects can under-

stand contingent reasoning. After subjects played against robots, they are asked a number

of non-leading questions about the inferences they can draw from the robot’s choice. These

are relatively high stakes questions where subjects have to answer every question correctly

to obtain a high payment for that part. After answering these contingent-reasoning ques-

tions, the subjects play the asymmetric information game against the robot players once

more.

Almost 90% of subjects answer the contingent-reasoning questions perfectly. More-

over, about 30% of the subjects who weren’t behaving according the theory the first time

they played the asymmetric information game do conform to predictions the second time

they play, after being “nudged” to do so by the contingent-reasoning questions. However,

close to 40% of the subjects who answer all the contingent-reasoning questions correctly

continue to depart from theoretical predictions the second time they play the asymmetric

information game. This behavior indicates that even if subjects understand contingent

reasoning in principle, some do not appear to apply that knowledge in practice. Our

findings therefore suggest that subjects’ ability to do contingent reasoning may not be an

intrinsic trait, and are consistent with the idea that whether subjects apply their knowl-

edge is the result of them optimizing the costs and benefits of attention to this detail.

We view these results as contributing to our understanding of adverse and advanta-

geous selection. While a number of papers have studied endogenous selection in voting
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and market games,3 we are the first to study adverse and advantageous selection jointly

in a unified framework. By comparing settings with asymmetric information to those

with symmetric uncertainty, we largely isolate the impact of asymmetric information on

decision-making.

One virtue of treating adverse and advantageous selection in a unified framework is

that we can compare across them. We see that across our treatments, subjects do a better

job accounting for adverse rather than advantageous selection. Once strategic uncertainty

is removed, about 74% of subjects behave exactly according to our theoretical predictions

in every negatively-correlated round, and only approximately 43% do so in every positively

correlated round. Consistent with this idea, we find that nudging has a greater effect in

the context of advantageous selection.4

We view these specific findings to be interesting for three reasons. First, it is consistent

with studies of “zero-sum bias” in social psychology (Meegan, 2010; Różycka-Tran, Boski,

and Wojciszke, 2015) that articulate how subjects often perceive strategic interactions as

being zero-sum games even in situations that involve gains for all parties. Second, we

view it to be policy-relevant if it is indeed prevalent that people are more suspicious of

those who are better-informed when preferences are misaligned than they are willing to

rely on others to make the right choice when there are common gains. Third, this finding

(alongside our earlier findings on contingent reasoning) motivates the development of new

theory in which players’ ability to do contingent reasoning is contextual.

Along these lines, the asymmetry between how subjects account for adverse and advan-

tageous selection can be rationalized by models of learning and experimentation. Here is

how: an uninformed player in our baseline game who consistently chooses the risky option

when payoffs are negatively correlated would repeatedly see that he is worse off than when

he votes for the safe option, and would then eventually change his voting behavior. By

contrast, if he were to consistently chose the safe option when payoffs are positively corre-

lated, then he would not observe the counterfactual of what would have happened were he

to have chosen the risky option instead. Thus, learning-theoretic solution-concepts such

as self-confirming equilibrium (Fudenberg and Levine, 1993a,b), behavioral equilibrium

(Esponda, 2008), or Berk-Nash equilibrium (Esponda and Pouzo, 2016) could rationalize

this difference.5

3For examples, see Guarnaschelli, McKelvey, and Palfrey (2000), Ali, Goeree, Kartik, and Palfrey
(2008), Charness and Levin (2009), Battaglini, Morton, and Palfrey (2010), Carrillo and Palfrey (2011),
and Magnani and Oprea (2017).

4Enke and Zimmermann (2017) also document that subjects may be nudged to attend to correlation.
5Subjects in our experiment do not actually observe any payoff feedback until the end of the experiment

but we conjecture that this experience outside of the lab is a potential source for this asymmetry.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lays the formal groundwork

for our study. Section 3 describes the experimental design and procedures of our main

treatment, the Human-Human treatment. Section 4 presents its results. Section 5 focuses

on our second treatment, the Human-Robot treatment, describing both its design and our

results. Section 6 concludes.

2 A Conceptual Framework

This section describes the conceptual framework, which also corresponds to the central

element of our design. In each round of our experiment, subjects—say Alice and Bob—are

matched in pairs and simultaneously choose between two options, S (a safe option) and

R (a risky option). Alice and Bob vote simultaneously and R is selected only if both vote

for it. The safe option S pays x > 0 to each of them. R is a risky option that may offer

payoffs of y or z to each player where 0 < y < x < z, and this lottery is implemented by

the toss of a (virtual) fair coin. We denote a vector of payoffs by (πA, πB) where πA is the

amount paid to Alice and πB is the amount paid to Bob. We vary whether R is positively

or negatively correlated:

1. Positive Correlation: If the coin toss is Heads, R pays (y, y), and otherwise, R

pays (z, z).

2. Negative Correlation: If the coin toss is Heads, R pays (y, z), and otherwise, R

pays (z, y).

Positive correlation reflects a “common-values” environment in which every realization

and every choice guarantees that the players’ payoffs are identical. By contrast, in the

negatively-correlated case, the risky option R benefits one player to the detriment of the

other.

In all of our experiments, subjects are told about the correlation of the risky option

so they both know the possible payoffs of the risky option. Our setting of interest is one

where information is asymmetric: Alice is told the realization of the coin toss, Bob is not,

and this is common knowledge. In other words, Bob knows the potential payoffs (and the

associated probability distribution) of the risky option whereas Alice knows the actual

realized payoffs of the risky option.

Let us describe the implications of the standard theory (with selfish players) in this
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setting. Consider equilibra in weakly undominated strategies.6 In all of these cases, Alice

has a unique weakly undominated strategy: vote for R if she is obtaining z and for S if

she is obtaining y. What does this imply for Bob? In equilibrium, Bob recognizes that his

vote affects the outcome only if Alice is voting for R because otherwise S would have been

selected regardless of what he does. So in the case where his vote matters, Alice must

be obtaining a payoff of z if R wins the election. In the positive-correlation case, this is

advantageous selection for Bob because he too must be obtaining z > x in this case, which

makes voting for R a best-response for him. By contrast, in the negative correlation case,

this is adverse selection for Bob because then he must be obtaining y < x, which makes

voting for R a worst-response for him.7

Thus, the equilibrium predictions are extremely simple: Alice should be behaving

according to her weakly undominated strategy. If the risky option is positively correlated,

Bob should vote for R always. By contrast, if the risky option is negatively correlated, Bob

should vote for S always. In fact, this behavior is pinned down not only by equilibrium but

also by weaker solution-concepts: one round of elimination of weakly dominated strategies

guarantees that Alice behaves as above, and a second round guarantees that Bob does

so. Therefore, our behavioral predictions are pinned down by two rounds of elimination

of weakly dominated strategies.8

More broadly, this conceptual framework predicts that we should see the risky option

being selected more often in the positively-correlated case than in the negatively-correlated

case. One may envision other rationales that motivate behavior in the same direction (e.g.,

aversion to ex-post inequality). Our design, discussed below, disentangles the selection-

story from these other rationales.

3 Design and Procedures

This section describes our first treatment, namely the “Human-Human” (HH) treatment,

where subjects were matched in pairs. Our second treatment—where subjects were instead

matched with robot players—is described in Section 5.

6There always exist equilibria in which both players choose S with probability 1 because the other is
doing so. These equilibria are in weakly dominated strategies.

7In the absence of asymmetric information, Bob has no reason to distinguish between positively and
negatively correlated rounds.

8For this reason, level-k analyses make the same behavioral predictions for all players that are L2 or
above (assuming a random-L0 specification).
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3.1 Experimental Design

Our main game, the Asymmetric Information (AI) game, is that described in Section 2.

In our design, we vary three elements of this game: (1) the payoff of the safe option S;

(2) whether the risky option R is positively or negatively correlated; and (3) the identity

of the player who learns the realized payoffs of the risky option R. The payoff of the

safe option S, denoted by x in Section 2, is either $12 or $16 (for both parties). The

values for y and z in the risky option R are $10 and $20, respectively, and the ex-ante

probability that a subject receives either payoff if the risky option is implemented is set to

50%. Subjects played 8 rounds of this game, four where they were uninformed, and four

where they perfectly learned the realized payoffs of R. These are summarized by Table 1.

Table 1: Rounds in the Asymmetric Information game.

Round
Safe Option S

(1 vote)
Risky Option R

(2 votes)
Voter

Informed
Other Voter

Informed

1 ($12; $12) ($10, $20) or ($20, $10) no yes

2 ($12; $12) ($10, $10) or ($20, $20) no yes

3 ($16; $16) ($10, $20) or ($20, $10) no yes

4 ($16; $16) ($10, $10) or ($20, $20) no yes

5 ($12; $12) ($10, $20) or ($20, $10) yes no

6 ($12; $12) ($10, $10) or ($20, $20) yes no

7 ($16; $16) ($10, $20) or ($20, $10) yes no

8 ($16; $16) ($10, $10) or ($20, $20) yes no

Our objective is to assess the degree to which subjects account for selection effects.

Following our theoretical predictions in Section 2, do subjects in the role of the uninformed

voter vote for S when it is negatively correlated and vote for R when it is positively

correlated because they are strategically accounting for selection? To answer this question,

we have to distinguish the asymmetric-information rationale for this behavior from other

rationales for the same behavior. The other parts of the Human-Human treatment are

designed with this goal in mind, allowing us to make within-subject comparisons across

several games.

An important confounding consideration is aversion to ex post inequality : a different
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reason to favor S when R is negatively correlated is that its payoffs are ex post unequal

but this rationale is absent when R is positively correlated. To assess how much subjects

are influenced by this consideration, we precede the AI game with the Symmetric Infor-

mation (SI) game, which uses the same parameters as the AI game, but where players are

symmetrically uninformed. That is, in the SI game, neither player is informed about the

payoffs of option R, other than knowing its correlation structure. Because both players are

symmetrically uninformed (and this is common knowledge), there can be no endogenous

selection effects in this part. If subjects respond to ex-post inequality in the AI game,

the difference in behavior across positively and negatively correlated rounds for a given

value of the safe option should also be present in the SI game.

To evaluate the strength of social preference considerations (both aversion to ex post

inequality and preferences for efficiency) without the interference of a voting structure,

we had subjects play a series of Dictator games following the AI game. Table 2 shows the

rounds that subjects faced in the Dictator games. Rounds 1 through 4 of the Dictator

games directly correspond to those in the AI and SI games. Rounds 5 through 8 allow us

to evaluate subjects’ preferences with respect to efficiency tradeoffs without the presence

of uncertainty.9

Table 2: Rounds in the Dictator Game.

Round Option A Option B

1 ($12; $12) ($10, $20) or ($20, $10)

2 ($12; $12) ($10, $10) or ($20, $20)

3 ($16; $16) ($10, $20) or ($20, $10)

4 ($16; $16) ($10, $10) or ($20, $20)

5 ($12; $12) ($10, $20)

6 ($12; $12) ($20, $10)

7 ($16; $16) ($10, $20)

8 ($16; $16) ($20, $10)

9 ($12; $16) ($16, $12)

9Round 9 is a “sanity check” to evaluate whether subjects paid attention to the values on their screens,
and, whether subjects voted for the payoff-maximizing option when inequality and efficiency were the
same in both Options.
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Finally, we also asked subjects a series of 15 questions that tested their understand-

ing of the instructions. Six understanding questions focused specifically on how votes

translated to outcomes. Four understanding questions focused specifically on the fact

that players were symmetrically informed in the SI Game. Five understanding questions

focused specifically on the nature of the asymmetric information in the AI game.10 All the

instructions that subjects received are in Appendix A. A series of screen shots showing

the understanding questions subjects faced are in Appendix B.

3.2 Experimental Procedures

The experiment is comprised of 5 parts. Parts 1 and 2 are not germane to the AI game, but

instead allow us to gradually introduce subjects to the different aspects of the experimental

procedures.11 Subjects played the SI game in Part 3, the AI game in Part 4, and ended

with the Dictator games in Part 5. The order of rounds within each game was randomly

determined at the subject level.

In each session, subjects received printed instructions for each part after they had

completed the previous part, and those instructions were read aloud each time. Subjects

could advance rounds within each part at their own pace, but the experiment advanced

from part to part at the pace of the slowest subject. Subjects received no feedback as to

their own or anyone else’s choices. We conducted four sessions for a total of 86 subjects.

Each session lasted about 50 minutes. This experiment took place in the Laboratory for

Experimental Management and Auctions (LEMA) at Penn State University in the Spring

of 2019.

In terms of payment, at the very start of each session, subjects were told that in

addition to their $7 show-up fee, they would be paid for one part of the experiment only.

We divided the understanding questions described above into three groups and attached

them to Part 2 (where we introduce the voting structure), Part 3 (where subjects play

the SI game) and Part 4 (where subjects play the AI game). Subjects were also told that

if Part 2 or Part 3 or Part 4 was randomly chosen to count for payment, then they would

be paid either for one randomly selected round in that part or for the understanding

questions of that part. If the understanding questions were randomly chosen to count for

10We took care not to introduce any elements that might lead subjects to “discover” that the informed
player’s vote carried information as to the payoffs in the risky option.

11Part 1 is a simple decision-making task in which we introduce the notion of uncertainty. Part
2 introduces subjects to the voting structure that exists in the Main Game (i.e. the first option is
implemented so long as it receives a single vote, while the second option is implemented only if both
voters vote for it) but without uncertainty regarding the second option.
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payment, then they would earn $10 if they answered all questions of that part correctly;

otherwise, they earned only $2.

Because Parts 1 and 2 were primarily included to help subjects understand the AI

game, we provide more details on those parts and the choices that subjects made in those

parts in Appendix C. The following section will focus solely on the AI game, as well as

on behavior in the SI and Dictator games that are directly related.

4 Results

We first describe behavior in the Asymmetric Information (AI) game and investigate

whether, for a given value of the safe option, subjects in the role of the uninformed voter

are more inclined to vote for the risky option when payoffs are positively correlated than

when payoffs are negatively correlated. We then compare behavior across games in the

HH treatment to distinguish the asymmetric-information rationale for this behavior from

other confounds. Unless otherwise stated, all our claims are the results of within-subject

analyses and the p-values we report correspond to Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank

tests.

Table 3: Aggregate results: fraction choosing the risky option in the HH treatment.

Round Safe Option Risky Option
AI Game

(uninformed)
SI Game

Dictator
Game

1 ($12; $12) ($10, $20) or ($20, $10) 47.7% 77.9% 72.1%

2 ($12; $12) ($10, $10) or ($20, $20) 86.0% 88.4% 82.6%

3 ($16; $16) ($10, $20) or ($20, $10) 1.2% 3.5% 0%

4 ($16; $16) ($10, $10) or ($20, $20) 32.6% 8.1% 7.0%

Table 3 displays aggregate data of subjects’ choices. The fourth column shows the

fraction of times subjects voted for the risky option when in the role of the uninformed

voter in the AI game. The fifth column shows the same statistic but in the SI game,

where both subjects are uninformed. The sixth column looks at the same behavior in

a Dictator game, where a single uninformed subject chooses between the safe and risky

options, knowing that her choice determines outcomes for both her and her partner.
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4.1 Do Subjects Account for Selection Effects?

At the aggregate level, subjects appear to respond to asymmetric information as predicted

by the theoretical framework described in Section 2. In particular, we compare the number

reported in the fourth column of Table 3 across Rounds 1 and 2, and then across Rounds

3 and 4. Within each of these pairs of rounds, the value of the safe option is held fixed

and the only change is whether the risky option is negatively or positively correlated.

When the safe option is $12 and the outcomes from the risky option are negatively

correlated, subjects choose the risky option 47.7% of the time compared with 86% of the

time when they are positively correlated. When the safe option is $16, these numbers

are 1.2% and 32.6%, respectively. For a given value of the safe option, the differences

in behavior across positively and negatively correlated risky options are both large in

absolute and relative terms, and are statistically significant: whether the safe option is

$12 or $16, subjects are significantly more likely to choose the risky option over the safe

option when payoffs from the risky option are positively correlated than when payoffs are

negatively correlated (p < 0.001 in both sets of comparisons).

To assess the degree to which subjects are reacting to asymmetric information in the

AI game, we compare behavior in the AI with that of the SI games, where both players

are symmetrically uninformed. Since the only distinction between these two games is in

whether information is asymmetric, a change in subjects’ behavior across these games is

strong evidence that subjects are reacting to its presence. In particular, comparing the

behavior of uninformed players in the AI and SI games, we should observe at least one

of the following behaviors for a particular value of the safe option: (1) when the risky

option is negatively correlated, a decrease in the fraction that vote for the risky option

from the SI game to the AI game; (2) when the risky option is positively correlated, an

increase in the fraction that vote for the risky option from the SI game to the AI game.

Whether both or only one of these occurs depends on how risk aversion impacts choices

in the SI game. Regardless of risk aversion however, the “difference in differences” across

correlation structures for a given value of the safe option should be larger in the AI game

than in the SI game.

We find substantial differences in behavior across the AI and SI games in line with these

predictions. This is the case both at the round level, and when we compare “differences-

in-differences” across correlation structures for a given value of the safe option. For

example, in Round 1 we see that subjects are far less likely to choose the risky option when

information is asymmetric than when it is symmetric (47.7% versus 77.9% — p < 0.001).

In parallel, in Round 4, subject are far more likely to vote for the risky option when
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information is asymmetric than symmetric (32.6% versus 8.1% — p < 0.001). Both of

these patterns are in line with comparative predictions. Also demonstrating the impact of

asymmetric information is the differences-in-differences in behavior across Rounds 1 and

2 as well as across Rounds 3 and 4 when we compare both games. Both those differences

are much larger in the AI game than in the SI game: 38.3% versus 10.5% when S = $12

(p < 0.001) and 31.4% versus 4.6% S = $16 (p < 0.001).

While the theory matches qualitative predictions both within the AI game as well as

across the AI and SI games, we do see significant departures from the point predictions.

If we look across all of the choices, 20.9% of subjects in the AI game behave according to

all of the theoretical predictions, voting for the safe option in both negatively correlated

rounds and voting for the risky option in both positively correlated rounds.

Among the subjects who do not fully conform to theory, we identify differences in how

consistently they conform to theory in the positively and negatively correlated rounds.12

The fraction of subjects who vote for the safe option in both of the negatively correlated

rounds (Rounds 1 and 3) is 52.3%, while the fraction of subjects who vote for the risky

option in both of the positively correlated rounds is lower at 30.2% (p = 0.001). These

findings illustrate that a greater fraction of subjects are sensitive to adverse selection

than to advantageous selection. As we described in the introduction, this is consistent

with the zero-sum bias in social psychology as well as the possibility that people may

learn to choose the payoff-maximizing action in adverse-selection scenarios but not in

advantageous-selection selection scenarios.

What else might be guiding subjects’ choices? A poor understanding of our instruc-

tions does not appear to be a reason for the departures from theoretical predictions that

we observe by some subjects.13 In Sections 4.2 and 4.3 we discuss the degree to which the

behavior that we observe can be explained by social preferences, strategic uncertainty,

and failures of contingent reasoning.

12We note no statistical differences in how well subjects conform to theory in the rounds in which
S = $12 and those in which S = $16. Indeed, 39.5% of subjects behave according to theory in both
rounds where S = $12, and 32.6% do so when S = $16 (p = 0.239).

13Recall that subjects faced a series of 15 questions that tested their understanding of the instructions.
These questions were spread over the various Parts of the instructions. The median number of mistakes
among our subjects is zero and the mean 0.84 mistakes out of 15 questions. Both Chi Squared and Fisher
exact tests show that the distribution of mistakes among subjects who do not behave according to the
theory is no different than among those who do those who do (p = 0.808 and p = 0.959, respectively).
Further, A two-sided test of proportions show that there is also no statistical difference in behavior
between subjects who make no mistakes at all and those who make at least one (p = 0.411). Thus we
cannot attribute deviations from theory to confusion.
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4.2 The Role of Social Preferences

In this section, we explore the degree to which social preferences can explain behavior.

Two leading theories of social preferences that could appear to play a role in our study are

aversion to ex post inequality (e.g. Fehr and Schmidt, 1999; Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000)

and preferences for efficiency (e.g. Charness and Rabin, 2002; Engelmann and Strobel,

2004). In both cases, our evidence rejects these theories as being good explanations for

the behavior that we observe in our experiments.

Aversion to ex post inequality: If subjects dislike ex post inequality, then this offers

a rationale for them to choose the safe option when the risky option is negatively correlated

but not when the risky option is positively correlated. Therefore, it offers an important

confound because it can lead to predictions that are identical to those of adverse and

advantageous selection in the AI game.

We find little evidence of an aversion to ex-post inequality, both at the aggregate level

and in terms of individual level data. To see why, let us turn to the SI and Dictator

games where neither player knows the payoffs of the risky option beyond its correlation

structure. In both the SI and Dictator games, a large majority of subjects’ decisions do

not depend on whether the risky option’s outcomes are negatively or positively correlated,

even controlling for the amount of the safe option. Indeed, at the aggregate level, we see

in Columns 5 and 6 of Table 3 that the differences between Rounds 1 and 2, and between

Rounds 3 and 4, are not large in magnitude. The fractions of overlap between Rounds 1

and 2, and between Rounds 3 and 4 in the SI game are 84.9% and 93.0%, respectively.

The corresponding fractions are 80.2% and 93.0% in the Dictator games.14 Even more

informative is behavior at the individual level. If some subjects’ choices are guided by

aversion to ex-post inequality, then these subjects should behave as the theory predicts in

the AI game (though not necessarily due to selection) and play identically in the SI game.

None of our subjects make choices that follow this pattern. Thus we rule out aversion to

ex post inequality as a driver of behavior.

Preferences for efficiency: If subjects are motivated by the size of the total surplus,

then we should see behavior that differs significantly from the theoretical predictions of

Section 2. For example, when the safe option is $12, then a subject with preferences for

14Subjects who do make different decisions across those rounds are more likely to favor the risky option
when outcomes are positively correlated than when they aren’t (the p-values comparing Rounds 1 and 2
as well as Rounds 3 and 4 in the SI and Dictator games are 0.013, 0.103, 0.029, 0.083).
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efficiency may, depending on how much she values efficiency relative to her own payoff,

choose the risky option when it is negatively correlated, even when she is informed that

the risky option lowers her own payoff. If the safe option is $16, then such a subject may

never choose the the risky option when it is negatively correlated, even if she is informed

that the risky option increases her own payoff. We find that none of our subjects behave

in a way that is consistent with preferences for efficiency across all rounds in the AI and

Dictator game.15 Even if we focus on the s = $12 rounds separately, we find that at most

5 of our subjects behave in a way that is consistent with preferences for efficiency, and

in the s = $16 rounds, only 6 of our subjects do so. Thus, it appears that the degree to

which subjects in our experiment are motivated by efficiency is minimal.16

4.3 Strategic Uncertainty and Failures of Contingent Reasoning

As described in Section 2, equilibrium in weakly undominated strategies being played by

selfish players predicts that in the AI game, uninformed players choose the safe option

when payoffs are negatively correlated and choose the risky option when payoffs are pos-

itively correlated. This prediction is, in fact, pinned down by two rounds of elimination

of weakly dominated strategies.

While this may appear epistemically weak (from the perspective of game theory), it

involves two cognitive demands. First, it requires subjects to be confident that players

behaving as informed voters do not choose weakly dominated actions. An uninformed Bob

must attribute sufficiently high probability to the informed Alice choosing what is best for

her that it rationalizes the equilibrium choice. This is an issue of strategic uncertainty.

Second, it requires subjects to attend to a potentially non-salient feature of the game,

namely that one’s vote matters only when the other player is voting for the risky option.

This is an issue of contingent reasoning. We investigate both of these below.

To assess the issue of strategic uncertainty, we look at whether subjects are best-

responding to the empirical distribution of play in the experiment. If it appears that

a large fraction of subjects are not doing so, then this behavior suggests that subjects’

1514 subjects make decisions consistent with preferences for efficiency when informed (note that subjects
do not see all the scenarios when informed, and some subjects only saw “advantageous” risky choices) and
8 subjects make decisions consistent with preferences for efficiency when non-informed. The intersection
of those two groups represents 3 subjects. In addition, using behavior in the relevant rounds of the
Dictator game, we find that none of those 3 subjects make the same efficient choices (these are rounds 5,
6, 7 and 8 in Table 2).

16Note that we do not claim that such preferences do not exist. Rather that the marginal rates of
substitution between one’s own payoff and the social surplus may be such that, with our parameters, we
don’t observe such preferences, and thus they can’t explain our subjects’ behavior.
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behavior may be rationalized by them being strategically uncertain, i.e., having incorrect

conjectures about the behavior of others. The first two columns in Table 4 show the

possible rounds that the informed players saw.17 In this Table, the informed players’

payoffs are listed first. The third column shows the fraction of informed players who choose

the option with the payoff in bold. The fourth column shows the (ex ante) expected payoff

for the uninformed player of choosing the risky option, given the empirical distribution of

the informed players’ choices.

Table 4: Rationalizing “Mistakes”: Expected Payoffs Given Empirical Distribution.

Round Safe Option “Risky” Optiona
Fraction of Informed
Players Choosing the

“Risky” Option

Expected Payoff of
Voting for the

Risky Option Given
Empirical Distributionb

1
($12; $12) ($10, $20) or ($20, $10) 9.4%

$11.6
($12; $12) ($10, $20) or ($20, $10) 81.8%

2
($12; $12) ($10, $10) or ($20, $20) 2.4%

$15.9
($12; $12) ($10, $10) or ($20, $20) 97.7%

3
($16; $16) ($10, $20) or ($20, $10) 0%

$13.5
($16; $16) ($10, $20) or ($20, $10) 82.2%

4
($16; $16) ($10, $10) or ($20, $20) 2.4%

$17.9
($16; $16) ($10, $10) or ($20, $20) 97.7%

aThe ex-ante probability of either particular outcome was 50% but the informed player knew the
outcome.

bThis is for the uninformed voter given the choices/mistakes the informed voter makes empirically.

We see that subjects who know the realized payoff of the risky option do not necessarily

vote for the option that maximize their payoffs. For example, when the safe option is

$12 and the risky option has negatively-correlated outcomes, 19.2% of informed subjects

choose the safe option when they would have benefited from the risky option, and 9.4%

choose the risky option despite it lowering their payoffs relative to the safe option. We

see analogous behavior when the safe option is $16 and the risky option has negatively

correlated payoffs, but see relatively fewer “mistakes” when the risky option is positively

correlated.

Inspecting the expected payoff for a subject in the role of the uninformed voter who

17Recall players did not see all these rounds, but only one in each pair of rows depending on the coin
flip.
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votes for the risky option given the empirical distribution of play, we see that if such a

subject had correct beliefs about the behavior of informed subjects, her decisions should

coincide with the predictions from Section 2. Since we noted that only 20.9% of subjects

followed these equilibrium predictions exactly, we do see evidence suggestive of strategic

uncertainty, which motivates designing a treatment that eliminates strategic uncertainty,

which we describe in Section 5. One interesting pattern that we note here is that there are

relatively fewer departures from our theoretical predictions at a higher cost of mistakes.

Turning to the other cognitive demand, we investigate the degree to which subjects fail

to apply contingent reasoning. Subjects who fail to apply contingent reasoning, should

make the same choices in the AI and SI games since they are not thinking about the

inference they should draw from being pivotal. Among those subjects who don’t play the

equilibrium strategies of Section 2, we see that slightly over half (57.4%) behave identically

across the AI and SI games.18

5 The Human-Robot Treatment: Design and Results

To assess the importance of strategic uncertainty and failures of contingent reasoning, we

conduct a second “Human-Robot” (HR) treatment. Instead of being paired with another

human subject, each subject is paired with a robot player whose strategy is revealed

ahead of time. By pairing subjects with a computerized non-human subject in the SI and

AI games and telling our subjects how it had been programmed, we effectively remove

issues of strategic uncertainty that were potentially present in the main treatment.19 An

additional 82 subjects participated in the HR treatment. Below we detail how the HR

treatment differs from our earlier HH treatment.

Symmetric Information Game: The parameters in the Symmetric Information game

of the HR treatment were identical to those in the HH treatment. The instructions

closely followed those in the HH treatment, except that subjects were now matched with

a robot player that earned “virtual (imaginary) dollars” that “had no impact on [their

human partner] or anyone else at any point, ever.” In the SI game, the robot player

was programmed to always vote for the risky option. To closely match the understanding

18We note that our understanding questions in this treatment were deliberately designed to focus on
the mechanics of the game and to avoid hinting that subjects should think about contingencies. As such,
we cannot use the answers to these questions to assess the degree to which subjects fail or succeed in
applying contingent reasoning.

19It also removes social preferences, but as we concluded in our analysis of the HH treatment, these
appear to play only a limited role in our experiment.
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questions across treatments, subjects were only told how the robot player was programmed

after they answered the understanding questions related to the mechanisms of the SI game.

Directly following this information, subjects were asked to confirm they understood how

the robot was programmed via one additional understanding question.

Asymmetric Information Game: In the Asymmetric Information game in the HR

treatment, the robot player was always in the role of the informed voter and our subjects

only participated in the role of uninformed voters. The robot player was programmed to

always vote for the option that gave it the highest amount of virtual (imaginary) dollars,

and this was made known to the human subjects. As in the SI game, the instructions

in this treatment closely paralleled those in the HH treatment, as did the understanding

questions.

Contingent Reasoning Questions and Asymmetric Information (2) Game: To

evaluate subjects’ ability to do contingent reasoning, we designed a new part following

the AI game.20 Subjects first answered a series of “contingent reasoning” (CR) questions,

all of which pertained to the AI game they had just played. These CR questions did

not explain contingent reasoning to the subjects, but instead were designed to “nudge”

subjects towards paying attention to contingencies. Following the CR questions, subjects

again played against the robot players in a repetition of the AI game, which we call the

AI(2) game. The CR questions permit us to match behavior in the AI game with sub-

jects’ abilities to answer questions on contingent reasoning, and then to see whether such

questions have a nudging effect in the AI(2) game.

We begin our analysis by comparing behavior in the AI and SI games within the

HR treatment. We then compare behavior in those two games across the HH and HR

treatments, and evaluate the degree to which strategic uncertainty influences behavior.

Finally, we explore subjects’ potential to reason about contingencies by evaluating their

responses to the CR questions as well as behavior in the AI(2) game. Unless otherwise

noted, the p-values associated with between-subjects comparisons across treatments are

the result of Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, and the p-values associated with within-subject

comparisons in the HR treatment are the result of Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks

tests.

20This took the place of the Dictator game of the HH treatment.
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5.1 Aggregate Results in the HR Treatment

We present the aggregate data of the HR treatment in Table 5.

Table 5: Aggregate results: fraction choosing the risky option in the HR treatment.

Round Safe Option Risky Option
Asymmetric
Information

Symmetric
Information

Asymmetric
Information(2)a

1 ($12; $12) ($10, $20) or ($20, $10) 23.2% 84.2% 22.0%

2 ($12; $12) ($10, $10) or ($20, $20) 81.7% 87.8% 90.2%

3 ($16; $16) ($10, $20) or ($20, $10) 2.4% 2.4% 1.2%

4 ($16; $16) ($10, $10) or ($20, $20) 46.3% 4.9% 62.2%

aRestricting attention to subjects who answered all questions correctly would generate fractions of
18.6%, 91.5%, 0% and 71.2% respectively.

We observe sharp differences in behavior when comparing behavior within the AI

game across Rounds 1 and 2 as well as across Rounds 3 and 4, as would be predicted by

theory (p < 0.001 in both cases). Overall, 40.2% of the subjects behave in a way that is

consistent with standard theoretical predictions across all rounds.

Also consistent with predictions, we note a large difference in behavior when comparing

the “difference in difference” between Rounds 1 and 2 (as well as Rounds 3 and 4) across

the SI and AI games: 58.5% versus 3.6% when S = $12 (p < 0.001) and 43.9% versus

2.5% when S = $16 (p < 0.001).

Finally, we also see that the difference in behavior in terms of how well subjects

respond to adverse and advantageous selection persists in the AI game. In fact, in the HR

treatment, almost three quarters of our subjects (74.4%) vote for the safe option in both

Rounds 1 and 3, corresponding exactly to our theoretical predictions (from Section 2).

In other words, all but a quarter of the subjects account perfectly for adverse selection.

The corresponding fraction who vote for the risky option in both Rounds 2 and 4, where

payoffs were positively correlated, is 42.7%. Thus, we see evidence both that a substantial

fraction of our subjects account perfectly for selection and yet, a gap between adverse and

advantageous selection remains among those who do not.
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Figure 1: Fraction choosing the risky option: comparing Behavior across Human-Human and Human-
Robot Treatments.

5.2 The Impact of Strategic Uncertainty

Our analysis below turns to the effect of eliminating strategic uncertainty, comparing the

results of the HH and HR treatments. In Figure 1, we show the fraction of subjects who

vote for the risky option across our two treatments. We illustrate the choices in the AI

games for both the HH and HR treatment. Since we observe no statistical difference

across the HH and HR treatments in the SI games, for simplicity we provide the average

choices in the SI games across HH and HR treatments.21

We find that subjects are better at accounting for selection effects when strategic

uncertainty is removed. This is the case in Rounds 1 and 4, which were the rounds in

which a substantial fraction of subjects deviated from the theory in the HH treatment.

In Round 1, the fraction of subjects who chose the risky option in the HH treatment was

47.7%, while it is 23.2% in the HR treatment where strategic uncertainty is eliminated

(p = 0.001). In parallel, the fraction of subjects who chose the risky option in Round 4

of the HR treatment is now 46.3%, up from 32.6% in the HH treatment (p = 0.068).

As mentioned previously, overall, in the HR treatment, 40.2% of subjects behaved

according to the theory in all rounds of the AI game. This is significantly higher than in

21Tests of proportions show that we cannot reject the null that the answers to the four SI rounds come
from the same population (the smallest two-sided p-value is 0.303).
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the HH treatment, where the fraction was 20.9%.22

How much of the difference in behavior across treatments can we attribute to strategic

uncertainty, as opposed to difference in subject characteristics across treatments? We note

that there are no discernible differences between the subjects in the HH and HR treatments

in terms of their demographics or how well they understood the instructions.23,24 Thus,

neither of these can explain the increase in the proportion of subjects who play according

to theory in the HR treatment. In addition, since removing strategic uncertainty has

no impact on how subjects play the SI game (see previous sub-section), we also rule out

that subjects across treatments differed in their social preferences, or beliefs about their

pivotality. So, we cautiously attribute treatment differences to strategic uncertainty and

estimate that it accounts for about 25% of the deviations from theory that we observed

in the HH treatment.

5.3 Can Subjects Be Nudged to Account for Selection?

Our conjecture is that subjects who continue to depart from our theoretical predictions

even after strategic uncertainty is eliminated may be those who are simply not applying

contingent reasoning. In related contexts (e.g., correlation-neglect), it has been seen that

nudges can be effective in focusing subjects’ attention (Enke and Zimmermann, 2017).

We test this conjecture by having subjects answer a series of contingent reasoning (CR)

questions before playing the AI game again.

We see from Table 5 that in the AI(2) game subjects behave closer to predictions. In

fact, 57.3% of subjects in the AI(2) game make all their choices in a way that is consistent

with the theory, a statistically higher fraction than in the AI game that they played before

the CR questions (40.2%) (p < 0.001).25 In addition, these subjects include 97% of the

ones who were already playing according to theory in the AI game. So, roughly 29% of

subjects who were not playing according to theory are nudged into doing so.

We find an asymmetric impact of the nudge in the positive and negatively correlated

rounds. Before the nudge, in the AI game, 74.4% behave according to theory in the

negative correlation questions, while only 42.7% do so in the positive correlation ques-

22The p-value on a 2-sided test of proportions is 0.007).
23For demographic data in our two treatments, see Section D.
24Restricting attention to the understanding questions in the two treatments that share a common

structure, both Chi2 and Fisher exact tests fail to reject that the distribution of mistakes are from the
same population (the p-values are 0.797 and 0.940).

25Focusing on each round separately, statistical significance is achieved in Rounds 2 and 4 (p = 0.035
and p = 0.003).
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tions. After the nudge these corresponding fractions are 76.8% and 61.0%. The former is

statistically no different from the pre-nudge level, while the latter is statistically greater

(p = 0.593 and p < 0.001, respectively). While these fractions are closer in magni-

tude than in any previous comparison, they remain statistically different from each other

(p < 0.001).

5.4 Failures in Contingent Reasoning: Inability or Unwilling-

ness?

In this section, we use the CR questions (preceding the AI(2) game) to investigate the

following issue: what fraction of the 42.7% of subjects whose choices continue to de-

part from theory even after the CR questions actually understand contingent reasoning?

Specifically, is the continued departure from theoretical predictions a failure to understand

contingent reasoning or to apply that knowledge in a decision problem? We find evidence

that suggests the latter.

The first two CR questions assessed whether subjects understood that the vote of the

Robot player carried information on the coin flip. The remaining two assessed whether

they understood that this could impact their own payoff. An example of the former and

latter are below, where the items in the square brackets correspond to the multiple choice

answers the subjects faced.26

Given how the computer player was programmed in Part 4, if the computer player

votes for the option requiring 2 votes (the option on the right), what does that tell

you about the outcome of the coin flip? [That it landed on HEADS; that it landed

on TAILS, it doesn’t tell you anything about the outcome of the coin flip]

Given how the computer player was programmed in Part 4, if the computer player

votes for the option requiring 2 votes and you vote for that option too, how much

will you earn? [$15, $17, $20, You will earn $15 or $20 with equal chance of each.]

Figure 2 shows the relationship between how well subjects are able to answer the CR

questions and their ability to play according to the predictions of the standard model in

the AI(2) game. We identify subjects who understand contingent reasoning as those who

answer all the contingent reasoning questions correctly, which represents 89.0% (73/82)

26For reference, in the questions below, “Part 4” refers to the AI game. To explain the nature of the
uncertainty, throughout the instructions we used the example of a fair coin flip that determined what the
payoffs in the risky option would be if it was to be implemented.
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8 subjects

27 subjects

46 subjects

1 subject

Answered all CR questions correctly

Made at least one mistake

Play AI(2) correctly Understand CR but don’t play AI(2) correctly

Figure 2: Overlap between answering the CR questions correctly and playing according to predictions in
AI(2).

of our subjects. To see that these questions appear to capture strategic reasoning at the

heart of games, we note that 100% of those subjects who behaved according to theory

in the AI game answered these questions correctly. Moreover, of the 11% of players who

answered at least one of these questions incorrectly, none played according to theory in

the AI game.

The interesting departure that we find is that 76.5% of the subjects who depart from

our theoretical predictions in the AI(2) game actually answered all contingent reasoning

questions correctly. In absolute terms, this represents 31.7% (27/82) of our subjects.

These subjects show that they understand that the robot player’s votes carries information

about their own payoff, and yet make choices in the AI(2) game that lead to lower payoffs

for themselves. In other words, these subjects, which represent a significant fraction of

those who answer the CR questions correctly (as can be seen in Figure 2), do not apply

their understanding of contingent reasoning in the AI(2) game.

What explains this behavior? One perspective is that because contingent reasoning

is a cognitively demanding task, subjects are choosing to exert effort in some cases and

not others. The stakes involved in the CR questions are high—a single mistake leads to

a payoff of $2 instead of $10—while in the AI(2) game, a minimum payment of $10 is
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guaranteed regardless of a subject’s choices. Consistent with this perspective, we see that

over half of these 27 subjects use simple rules-of-thumb where they either always vote for

the safe option, or, vote according to the size of the safe option (vote for the safe option

when it is $16 and not when it is $12), regardless of whether it is a positively or negatively

correlated round. Thus, our experimental results are consistent with the hypothesis that

subjects are trading off the value of engaging in contingent reasoning against its cognitive

cost.

6 Conclusion

How people respond to strategic selection effects under asymmetric information is central

to understanding behavior in a large variety of economic interactions, from trade in fi-

nancial and insurance markets to collective decision-making in politics and organizations.

In this paper, we report results from an experiment designed to test how people respond

to both adverse and advantageous selection effects. Our design is based on a simple two-

person collective decision-making game, where asymmetrically informed pairs of subjects

must choose between a risky option and a safe option. We vary whether payoffs from

the risky option are negatively correlated (inducing adverse selection) or positively cor-

related (inducing advantageous selection). To isolate the role of asymmetric information

from other confounds, these subjects also play a game that is identical in parameters and

structure but in which both players are symmetrically uninformed.

Consistent with standard theoretical predictions, we find that uninformed subjects are

much more likely to choose the risky option when payoffs are positively correlated than

when payoffs are negatively correlated. These aggregate differences do not arise when

there is symmetric information, indicating that subjects are responding to informational

asymmetries. To understand departures from theoretical predictions, in particular the im-

pact of strategic uncertainty, we conduct an second treatment in which subjects are paired

with a computerized robot player whose strategy is known. The cross-treatment compar-

ison allows us to show that strategic uncertainty explains up to a quarter of deviations

from theory in the first treatment when subjects were paired with each other.

Additionally, we report two further findings, which we believe merit future investi-

gation. First, across both treatments we observe that subjects are generally better at

accounting for adverse rather than advantageous selection: up to 75% of our subjects are

able to account for adverse selection, while only under half of them are able account for

advantageous selection. This finding coincides with evidence from social psychology on
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the “zero-sum bias.” One reason for this gap may be that people are simply more familiar

with adverse selection settings, which occur frequently in the context of market exchange

or distributive politics. Another reason is that people learn to account for selection, and

this is more easily done in settings with adverse selection. A failure to account for adverse

selection means mistakenly entrusting one’s partner, which will often generate a negative

payoff feedback. On the other hand, a failure to account for advantageous selection means

mistakenly failing to entrust one’s partner to make a choice, which does not generate an

observable payoff feedback. These differences can alter the prior experiences that sub-

jects have of adverse versus advantageous selection outside the laboratory, and suggest

that it may be useful to investigate whether providing greater opportunities for learning

and feedback can affect behavior in our experimental design.

Second, we observe a non-trivial fraction of subjects who demonstrate a good under-

standing of contingent reasoning when asked questions about it, and yet fail to implement

their knowledge in a strategic setting. This finding suggests that contingent reasoning may

not be an intrinsic trait, but is potentially contextual and the result of optimizing costs

and benefits of attention. To explore this hypothesis, it may be fruitful to extend our

design by varying either the benefits of accounting for selection effects or the costs of

attention (e.g., by varying cognitive-load).
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Online Appendices

A Instructions

Here we present the instructions that subjects saw in the HH and HC treatments. We first

show the instructions of the HH treatment (where subjects play against each-other), and

then the instructions of the HR treatment (where subjects play against robot players).

A.1 First treatment: subjects face other subjects

INSTRUCTIONS

This study is in 5 Parts. Only one randomly chosen Part will count for payment. In

addition to what you will earn in the study, you will be paid a $7 participation fee if you

complete the study.

Importantly, all Rounds and Parts of this study are independent. In other words,

nothing you do in any Round or Part of this study will have any impact on your oppor-

tunities or payment in any other Round or Part of this study. In addition, since only one

randomly chosen Part will be chosen for payment, it is in your best interest to treat each

Part as if it was the only one that mattered for payment.

We will now hand out the instructions for Part 1 of the study. We will give you the

instructions for Part 2 of the study once you have completed Part 1, for Part 3 after you

have completed Part 2, etc.
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Part 1

In this Part of the Study you will make decisions over the course of 9 Rounds. In each

Round, you will be asked to choose between two options that determine your payoff.

Below we list exact decision problems that you will all face.

The List of Rounds in Part 1

Decision

Problem
Option 1 Option 2

1 Fixed amount of $11 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.

2 Fixed amount of $12 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.

3 Fixed amount of $13 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.

4 Fixed amount of $14 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.

5 Fixed amount of $15 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.

6 Fixed amount of $16 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.

7 Fixed amount of $17 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.

8 Fixed amount of $18 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.

9 Fixed amount of $19 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.
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These decision problems may appear in different order on your screen. In addition, for

any given decision problem, which option appears on the left or the right of your screen

may also differ from the examples above.

As you can see above, in each of the Rounds, one choice will be a fixed amount and

the other will involve some uncertainty. The uncertainty can be described in the following

way. The computer flips a virtual coin that lands either on heads or tails, each with an

equal 50% chance. The outcome of the virtual coin flip determines your payment if you

chose the uncertain option.

• if the coin lands on tails (which happens with 50% chance) you will receive $10.

• if the coin lands on heads (which happens with 50% chance) you will receive $20.

Payment: If this Part is randomly selected to count for payment in this Study, one of

the 9 Rounds will be chosen to count for payment. Your earnings would be determined

in the following way:

• if you chose the fixed amount, then you will earn that fixed amount;

• if you chose the option with uncertainty, your earnings depend on the result of the

virtual coin flip: you receive $10 if the coin lands on tails, and you receive $20 if the

coin lands on heads.
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Parts 2, 3 and 4 – Preamble

Each of Parts 2, 3 and 4 consist of 2 Blocks. In each of those Parts, Block 1 consists

of a series of questions that test your understanding of the instructions that are relevant

to the Part you are in. In each of those Parts, Block 2 consists of several Rounds of the

game itself.

In Block 2, in each Round of Parts 2, 3 and 4, you will each be randomly matched into

pairs. In each Round you and the person you are matched with will be asked to vote for

one of two options that determine payoffs for both you and the person you are matched

with. In each Part, who you are matched with will be randomly determined at the start

of each Round and nothing you do or anyone else does can influence or impact how this

matching occurs. At no point will you find out with whom you were matched, nor will

your actions be revealed to anyone else nor will you find out the actions of the person

with whom you were matched.

If Part 2 or Part 3 or Part 4 is randomly chosen to count for payment, then you will

be paid for Block 1 or Block 2 of that Part.

If Block 1 of a Part is chosen for payment, then if you answered all the questions

correctly, you will earn $10. If you make even one mistake, you will earn $2.

If Block 2 of a Part is chosen for payment, one of the Rounds in Block 2 will be

randomly selected to determine your payment.
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Part 2

Part 2 is in six Rounds. As described in the preamble, in each Round you will be ran-

domly rematched with another person in this room. In each Round you and the person

you are matched with will be asked to vote for one of two options that determine payoffs

for both you and the voter you are matched with. Here is an example of such a choice

you can encounter in one of the Rounds (the choices you face may be different and will

vary from Round to Round). Please take a moment to look at this table.

Votes needed: 1 Votes needed: 2

Your earnings: $5 Your earnings: $5

Other voter’s earnings: $10 Other voter’s earnings: $5

vote for this option vote for this option

Just as in the example above, each option will differ in terms of the amounts that you

and/or the voter you are matched with can earn. The options also differ in how many

votes are needed for that option to be the one that is selected for this Round. In each

Round, one of the two options will require that both you and the voter you are matched

with vote for it in order for it to be selected for this Round. The other option is selected

for this Round so long as it receives at least one vote. Which option requires two votes

and which option only requires at least one vote will be clearly stated before you and the

voter you are matched with make your decisions.

In the example above, for the option on the right to be selected for this Round, both

you and the voter you are matched with have to vote for it. On the other hand, for the

option on the left to be selected for this Round, only one voter has to vote for it. In other

words, if you vote for the option on the left, then it is selected for this Round regardless

of what option the voter you are matched with votes for. Similarly, if the voter you are

matched with votes for the option on the left it is selected for this Round regardless of

which option you vote for.

Note that the option that requires one vote will always be on the left and the option

that requires two votes will always be on the right hand side.
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Payment: If this Part is randomly chosen to count for payment, then one Round will

be randomly chosen to count for payment. In the example above, if the option on the

left is selected for this Round, then you would receive $5 and the voter you are matched

with would receive $10. If the option on the right is selected for this Round, then you

would receive $5 and the voter you are matched with would receive $5. Which of the two

options is selected for this Round will depend on what happens during the Round.

Also note that you will go through the Rounds of Part 2 without knowing what the

voter you are matched with has chosen.

Do you have any questions?

We will now begin Block 1 in which you will be asked questions that test your under-

standing of this game. If Block 1 of Part 2 is randomly chosen to count for payment, then

you earn $10 if you answer ALL the questions correctly. If you make even one mistake

you will earn only $2.

After Block 1 is over, you will play the 6 Rounds of the Part 2 game.
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Part 3

Part 3 is in four Rounds. As described in the preamble, in each Round you will be

randomly rematched with another person in this room. In each Round you and the person

you are matched with will be asked to vote for one of two options that determine payoffs

for both you and the voter you are matched with. The game in Part 3 of this study is

very similar to the game you played in Part 2. The difference lies in the kinds of options

you face. In this part of the study, one of the options involves uncertainty. An example

of a choice with an uncertain outcome is shown below. Please take a moment to look at

the table below before I describe it.

Votes needed: 1 Votes needed: 2

Your earnings: $11 HEADS: Your earnings: $5

Other voter’s earnings: $15

Other voter’s earnings: $9

TAILS: Your earnings: $15

Other voter’s earnings: $5

vote for this option vote for this option

In this particular example, there is no uncertainty regarding the option on the left

(the one requiring only 1 vote): if this option is the one that is selected for this Round,

you would receive $11 and the voter you are matched with would receive $9. However,

there is uncertainty regarding the option on the right (the one requiring two votes).

The uncertainty can be described in the following way. The computer throws a fair

virtual coin that lands either heads or tails, each with an equal 50% chance. If it lands on

heads, then the option on the right is: $5 for you and $15 for the voter you are matched

with. If, on the other hand, it lands on tails, the option on the right is: $15 for you and

$5 for the voter you are matched with. In other words, there is uncertainty in terms of

which of the payoff pairs correspond to the option on the right: you do not know whether

the payoff pair will be $5 for you and $15 for the voter you are matched with, or whether

it will be $15 for you and $5 for the voter you are matched with. All you know is that the

outcomes in the ”uncertain” options are equally likely, each having 50% chance. In each

Round the computer will flip that virtual coin before you and the voter you are matched
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with make your choices, but what side the coin landed on and which payoff pair that

corresponds to will not be revealed to anyone.

Do you have any questions?

We will now begin Block 1 in which you will be asked questions that test your under-

standing of this game. If Block 1 of Part 3 is randomly chosen to count for payment, then

you earn $10 if you answer ALL the questions correctly. If you make even one mistake

you will earn only $2.

After Block 1 is over, you will play the 4 Rounds of the Part 3 game.
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Part 4

Part 4 is in eight Rounds. As described in the preamble, in each Round you will be

randomly rematched with another person in this room. In each Round you and the person

you are matched with will be asked to vote for one of two options that determine payoffs

for both you and the voter you are matched with. The game in Part 4 of this study is

very similar to the game you played in Part 3. The difference lies in that you OR the

voter you are matched with will learn what the outcome of the virtual coin flip is before

either of you vote. In other words, either you OR the voter with whom you are matched

will observe whether the coin lands on heads or tails before you have to cast a vote.

Recall the example of the previous Part in which the option requiring two votes (the one

on the right) had uncertainty in terms of outcomes:

Votes needed: 1 Votes needed: 2

Your earnings: $11 HEADS: Your earnings: $5

Other voter’s earnings: $15

Other voter’s earnings: $9

TAILS: Your earnings: $15

Other voter’s earnings: $5

vote for this option vote for this option

Using the example above, this means that one voter in each pair will know whether

the option requiring two votes leads to $5 for you and $15 for the other voter, or whether

that option leads to $15 for you and $5 for the other voter.

If you are the one who learns the result of the coin flip, it means the voter you are

matched with has not learned the result of the coin flip. That means before you and the

other voter vote, you know exactly what happens if the option on the right is selected for

this round, but the voter you are matched with does not have this information. If, on the

other hand, you don’t learn the result of the coin flip, it means that the voter you are

matched with does know the result of the coin flip. That means before you and the other

voter vote, the voter you are matched with knows exactly what happens if the option on

the right is selected for this Round, but you do not have this information.
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On the screen for each Round, you will know whether it is you or the voter you are

matched with who has learned the result of the coin flip.

If you are the one who learns the result of the coin flip, your screen will display the

relevant payoffs in black and the other payoff will be crossed out and in a lighter color.

Below is an example of a Round in which you are the one who learned the result of the

coin flip. In this example, you learned that the coin landed on Heads. As you can see,

the payoff for Tails has been crossed out. Please take a moment to look at this example.

Votes needed: 1 Votes needed: 2

Your earnings: $11 HEADS: Your earnings: $5

Other voter’s earnings: $15

Other voter’s earnings: $9

TAILS: Your earnings: $15

Other voter’s earnings: $5

vote for this option vote for this option
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If you do not know the result of the coin flip, your screen will not have anything

crossed-out. Instead, you will face a screen like the one below, where you are reminded

that the voter you are matched with has learned the result of the coin flip. Your screen

would look like the following:

Recall that the other voter has learned the result of the coin flip.

Votes needed: 1 Votes needed: 2

Your earnings: $11 HEADS: Your earnings: $5

Other voter’s earnings: $15

Other voter’s earnings: $9

TAILS: Your earnings: $15

Other voter’s earnings: $5

vote for this option vote for this option

Do you have any questions?

We will now begin Block 1 in which you will be asked questions that test your under-

standing of this game. If Block 1 of Part 4 is randomly chosen to count for payment, then

you earn $10 if you answer ALL the questions correctly. If you make even one mistake

you will earn only $2.

After Block 1 is over, you will play the 8 Rounds of the Part 4 game.
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Part 5 Preamble

In this final Part of the study you will be assigned a Type. You will be a Type A

Player or a Type B Player. Your Type will remained fixed throughout this last Part.

Each Type A Player will be randomly rematched with a Type B Player. You will not

know who you are matched with. In this final Part of today’s study, only Type A players

make decisions that matter for payment, and these decisions affect the payoff of both the

Type A Player and the Type B Player he/she is matched with.

Even though your Type will remain fixed for the rest of this study, you will not know

which Type of Player you are. Since you do not know which Type of Player you are

assigned to be, and since only Type A Players make decisions that matter for payment,

we will ask everyone to make decisions as if they were Type A players.

Please note that your Type will remain fixed and at no point will you change roles.

Your ”true” Types have already been determined by the computer, and your decisions

when acting as Player A CANNOT affect you or anyone else in this room if your ”true”

Type turns out to be Type B. In other words, if it turns out you are a Type B Player, no

decision you make here can affect anyone’s payoff, including your own. If it turns out your

”true” Type is A, there is nothing that anyone else can do that will affect your payoff,

and your decisions affect both your payoff and the payoff of the Type B Player you are

matched with. Therefore, when making decisions, you should act as Player A. Further,

since only ”true” Type A Players make decisions that matter for payment in this study,

in the remainder of the instructions we will assume you are a Type A Player.
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Part 5

In this Part of the study, you will make decisions over the course of 9 Rounds.

In each Round you will have the choice between two options that determine earnings

for you and the Type B player you are matched with. These choices will look like the

following:

Your earnings: $6 Your earnings: $11

Type B player’s earnings: $12 Type B player’s earnings: $9

Here are how your payments would be determined if this were the Round that mattered

for payment:

• If you chose the option on the left, then you would earn $6 and the Type B player

you are matched with would earn $12.

• If instead you chose the option on the right, then you would earn $11 and the Type

B player you are matched with would earn $9.

In each Round, you are the one whose decision will matter. That is, it is your choice

of option that will be selected for each Round.

Remember that you will not change roles. So as a Type A Player, your payoff will

never be determined by someone else in this room. Also remember that only one Part of

the study will be chosen to count for payment. If this Part is chosen to count, only *one*

Round will matter for payment. So it is in your best interest to treat each Round as if it

were the one that mattered for payment.

Do you have any questions?
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A.2 HR treatment: subjects face robot players

INSTRUCTIONS

This study is in 5 Parts. Only one randomly chosen Part will count for payment. In

addition to what you will earn in the study, you will be paid a $7 participation fee if you

complete the study.

Importantly, all Rounds and Parts of this study are independent. In other words,

nothing you do in any Round or Part of this study will have any impact on your oppor-

tunities or payment in any other Round or Part of this study. In addition, since only one

randomly chosen Part will be chosen for payment, it is in your best interest to treat each

Part as if it was the only one that mattered for payment.

We will now hand out the instructions for Part 1 of the study. We will give you the

instructions for Part 2 of the study once you have completed Part 1, for Part 3 after you

have completed Part 2, etc.
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Part 1

In this Part of the Study you will make decisions over the course of 9 Rounds. In each

Round, you will be asked to choose between two options that determine your payoff.

Below we list exact decision problems that you will all face.

The List of Rounds in Part 1

Decision

Problem
Option 1 Option 2

1 Fixed amount of $11 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.

2 Fixed amount of $12 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.

3 Fixed amount of $13 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.

4 Fixed amount of $14 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.

5 Fixed amount of $15 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.

6 Fixed amount of $16 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.

7 Fixed amount of $17 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.

8 Fixed amount of $18 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.

9 Fixed amount of $19 Versus
Receiving $10 or $20 with

equal chance of each.
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These decision problems may appear in different order on your screen. In addition, for

any given decision problem, which option appears on the left or the right of your screen

may also differ from the examples above.

As you can see above, in each of the Rounds, one choice will be a fixed amount and

the other will involve some uncertainty. The uncertainty can be described in the following

way. A virtual coin is flipped, that lands either on heads or tails, each with an equal 50%

chance. The outcome of the virtual coin flip determines your payment if you chose the

uncertain option.

• if the coin lands on tails (which happens with 50% chance) you will receive $10.

• if the coin lands on heads (which happens with 50% chance) you will receive $20.

Payment: If this Part is randomly selected to count for payment in this Study, one of

the 9 Rounds will be chosen to count for payment. Your earnings would be determined

in the following way:

• if you chose the fixed amount, then you will earn that fixed amount;

• if you chose the option with uncertainty, your earnings depend on the result of the

virtual coin flip: you receive $10 if the coin lands on tails, and you receive $20 if the

coin lands on heads.
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Parts 2, 3 and 4 – Preamble

Each of Parts 2, 3 and 4 consist of 2 Blocks. In each of those Parts, Block 1 consists

of a series of questions that test your understanding of the instructions that are relevant

to the Part you are in. In each of those Parts, Block 2 consists of several Rounds of the

game itself.

In Block 2, in each Round of Parts 2, 3 and 4, you will each be matched with a

computer player. In each Round you and the computer player you are matched with will

vote for one of two options that determine your payoff. How the computer player has

been programmed to vote will be described to you in each Part before you cast your vote.

How the computer player has been programmed to vote will vary from Part to Part.

If Part 2 or Part 3 or Part 4 is randomly chosen to count for payment, then you will

be paid for Block 1 or Block 2 of that Part.

If Block 1 of a Part is chosen for payment, then if you answered all the questions

correctly, you will earn $10. If you make even one mistake, you will earn $2.

If Block 2 of a Part is chosen for payment, one of the Rounds in Block 2 will be

randomly selected to determine your payment.
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Part 2

Part 2 is in six Rounds. As described in the preamble, in each Round you will be

matched with a computer player. In each Round you will be asked to vote for one of two

options that determine how much you will earn. It will also determine how many virtual

(imaginary) dollars the computer will earn.

Note that how many virtual (imaginary) dollars the computer player earns will have

no impact on you or anyone else at any point, ever. We will describe how the computer

player is programmed to cast its vote in this Part of the Study, only after describing the

kinds of choices you will face.
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We will describe the kinds of choices you will face by using an example. Below is an

example of a choice you can encounter in one of the Rounds (the choices you face may be

different and will vary from Round to Round). Please take a moment to look at this table.

Votes needed: 1 Votes needed: 2

Your earnings: $5 Your earnings: $6

Computer player: $10 virtual (imaginary)

dollars

Computer player: $5 virtual (imaginary)

dollars

vote for this option vote for this option

Just as in the example above, each option will differ in terms of the amount that you

and/or the computer player can earn. The options also differ in how many votes are

needed for that option to be the one that is selected for this Round. In each Round, one

of the two options will require that both you and the computer player you are matched

with vote for it in order for it to be selected for this Round. The other option is selected

for this Round so long as it receives at least one vote. Which option requires two votes

and which option only requires at least one vote will be clearly stated before you make

your decisions.

In the example above, for the option on the right to be selected for this Round, both

you and the computer player you are matched with have to vote for it. On the other

hand, for the option on the left to be selected for this Round, only one voter has to vote

for it. In other words, if you vote for the option on the left, then it is selected for this

Round regardless of what option the computer player you are matched with votes for.

Similarly, if the computer player you are matched with votes for the option on the left it

is selected for this Round regardless of which option you vote for.

Note that the option that requires one vote will always be on the left and the option

that requires two votes will always be on the right hand side.

Payment: If this Part is randomly chosen to count for payment, then one Round will

be randomly chosen to count for payment. In the example above, if the option on the
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right is selected for this Round, then you would receive $6 and the computer player would

receive 5 virtual (imaginary) dollars. If the option on the left is selected for this Round,

then you would receive $5 and the computer player would receive 10 virtual (imaginary)

dollars. Which of the two options is selected for this Round will depend on what happens

during the Round.

Recall that the virtual (imaginary) dollars the computer player earns will have no

impact on you or anyone else at any point, ever.

Before telling you how the computer player has been programmed to vote, we will ask

you 6 questions that test your understanding of these instructions. After you have an-

swered these 6 questions, we will tell you how the computer player has been programmed

to vote in Part 2 and then ask you one additional understanding question.

Do you have any questions?

We will now begin Block 1 in which you will be asked questions that test your under-

standing of this game. If Block 1 of Part 2 is randomly chosen to count for payment, then

you earn $10 if you answer ALL the questions correctly. If you make even one mistake

you will earn only $2.
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[Note: subjects received what follows after the Part 2 Block 1 questions.]

In Part 2 the computer player has been programmed to ALWAYS choose the op-

tion that gives it the highest number of virtual (imaginary) dollars. That is, the

computer player will look at which option gives it the highest number of virtual (imagi-

nary) dollars, and will vote for that one.

Additional understanding question:

1. Which option will the computer player vote for? [the one that requires 1 vote only;

the one that requires 2 votes; it will randomly choose which option to vote for, each

option having an equal chance; it will vote for the option that gives it the highest

amount of virtual (imaginary) dollars.]
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Part 3

Part 3 is in four Rounds. As described in the preamble, in each Round you will be

matched with a computer player. In each Round you will be asked to vote for one of two

options that determine how much you will earn. It will also determine how many virtual

(imaginary) dollars the computer will earn. Note that how many virtual (imaginary)

dollars the computer player earns will have no impact on you or anyone else at any point,

ever.

In this Part of the Study, the way the computer player has been programmed to vote

is different than in Part 2. Before we describe how the computer player is programmed

to cast its vote in this Part of the study, we’ll start by showing you an example of what

you might see in a Round.
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The game in Part 3 of this study is very similar to the game you played in Part 2.

The difference lies in the kinds of options you face. In this part of the study, one of the

options involves uncertainty. An example of a choice with an uncertain outcome is shown

below. Please take a moment to look at the table below before I describe it.

Votes needed: 1 Votes needed: 2

Your earnings: $11 HEADS: Your earnings: $5

Computer player: $15 virtual (imaginary) dollars

Computer player: $9 virtual (imaginary) dollars

TAILS: Your earnings: $15

Computer player: $5 virtual (imaginary) dollars

vote for this option vote for this option

In this particular example, there is no uncertainty regarding the option on the left

(the one requiring only 1 vote): if this option is the one that is selected for this Round,

you would receive $11 and the computer player you are matched with would receive $9

virtual (imaginary) dollars. However, there is uncertainty regarding the option on the

right (the one requiring two votes).

The uncertainty can be described in the following way. As before, a coin is flipped and

lands either heads or tails, each with an equal 50% chance. If it lands on heads, then the

option on the right is: $5 for you and $15 virtual (imaginary) dollars for the computer

player you are matched with. If, on the other hand, it lands on tails, the option on the

right is: $15 for you and $5 virtual (imaginary) dollars for the computer player you are

matched with. In other words, there is uncertainty in terms of which of the payoff pairs

correspond to the option on the right: you do not know whether the payoff pair will be

$5 for you and $15 virtual (imaginary) dollars for the computer player you are matched

with, or whether it will be $15 for you and $5 virtual (imaginary) dollars for the computer

player you are matched with. All you know is that the outcomes in the ”uncertain” op-

tions are equally likely, each having 50% chance. In each Round the coin will be flipped

before you and the computer player you are matched with make your choices, but what

side the coin landed on and which payoff pair that corresponds to will not be revealed to

anyone.
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Recall that the virtual (imaginary) dollars the computer player earns will have no

impact on you or anyone else at any point, ever.

Do you have any questions?

Before telling you how the computer player has been programmed to vote, we will ask

you 4 questions that test your understanding of these instructions. After you have an-

swered these 4 questions, we will tell you how the computer player has been programmed

to vote in Part 3, and then ask you one additional understanding question.

We will now begin Block 1 in which you will be asked questions that test your under-

standing of this game. If Block 1 of Part 3 is randomly chosen to count for payment, then

you earn $10 if you answer ALL the questions correctly. If you make even one mistake

you will earn only $2.

After Block 1 is over, you will play the 4 Rounds of the Part 3 game.
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[Note: subjects received what follows after the Part 3 Block 1 questions.]

In Part 3 the computer player has been programmed to ALWAYS choose the op-

tion on the right. That is, it will vote for the option on the right (the one requiring 2

votes) no matter what.
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Part 4

Part 4 is in four Rounds. As described in the preamble, in each Round you will be

matched with a computer player. In each Round you will be asked to vote for one of two

options that determine how much you will earn. It will also determine how many virtual

(imaginary) dollars the computer will earn. Note that how many virtual (imaginary)

dollars the computer player earns will have no impact on you or anyone else at any point,

ever.

The game in Part 4 of this study is very similar to the game you played in Part 3

except for two things:

1. The first difference lies in that the computer player you are matched with will learn

what the outcome of the coin flip is before it votes. You, however, will not know

what the outcome of the coin flip is and will have to cast your vote without knowing

the outcome of the coin flip.

2. The second is that the computer player has been programmed to vote for the option

that gives it the highest number of virtual (imaginary) dollars. That is, after learning

the outcome of the coin flip, it will look at which option gives it the highest amount

of virtual (imaginary) dollars and vote for that one.

The kind of screen you face will look very similar to the kind of screen you faced in

Part 3, except that you will be reminded that the virtual player knows the outcome of

the coin flip AND always votes for the option that gives it the highest amount of virtual

(imaginary) dollars:
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Recall that the computer player has learned the result of the coin flip
and always votes for the option that gives it the
highest amount of virtual (imaginary) dollars.

Votes needed: 1 Votes needed: 2

Your earnings: $11 HEADS: Your earnings: $5

Computer player: $15 virtual (imaginary) dollars

Computer player: $9 virtual (imaginary) dollars

TAILS: Your earnings: $15

Computer player: $5 virtual (imaginary) dollars

vote for this option vote for this option

Recall that the virtual (imaginary) dollars the computer player earns will have no

impact on you or anyone else at any point, ever.

Do you have any questions?

We will now begin Block 1 in which you will be asked questions that test your under-

standing of this game. If Block 1 of Part 4 is randomly chosen to count for payment, then

you earn $10 if you answer ALL the questions correctly. If you make even one mistake,

you will earn only $2.

After Block 1 is over, you will play the four Rounds of the Part 4 game.
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Part 5

Part 5 also consists of two Blocks. In Part 5, Block 1 consists of 4 questions about

the game you just played in Part 4. These questions will appear on a series of separate

screens. If Block 1 of Part 5 is chosen for payment, you will be paid $10 if you answer all

these questions correctly. If you make even one mistake, you will only earn $2.

Recall that in Part 4, in each Round, the computer player learned the outcome of the

coin flip before it voted, and then always voted for the option that gave it the highest

amount of virtual (imaginary) dollars.

After Block 1 is over, we will hand out instructions for Block 2.
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Block 2:

You now are going to play 4 additional Rounds, just like the ones you played in Part

4. Recall that in those Rounds, the computer player you are matched with ALWAYS

knows the result of the coin flip before it votes, and then ALWAYS votes for the option

that will give it the highest number of of virtual (imaginary) dollars.
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B Understanding Questions

Below we present screen shots for each of our understanding questions.

B.1 Treatment 1: subjects play against each other

Figure 3: Part 2 Understanding questions.
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Figure 4: Part 3 Understanding questions.
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Figure 5: Part 4 Understanding questions (questions 1-4).
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Figure 6: Part 4 Understanding questions (question 5).
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B.2 Treatment 2: subjects play against a computerized robot

player

Figure 7: Part 2 Understanding questions (questions 1-3).
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Figure 8: Part 2 Understanding question (questions (4-6)).
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Figure 9: Part 3 Understanding questions (questions 1-4).
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Figure 10: Part 3 Understanding questions.
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Figure 11: Part 5, Contingent-Reasoning Understanding questions (questions 1-2).
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Figure 12: Part 5, Contingent-Reasoning Understanding questions (question 3).
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Figure 13: Part 5, Contingent-Reasoning Understanding questions (question 4).
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C Parts 1 and 2 analysis

C.1 Part 1 - lottery questions

In Part 1, subjects faces a series of 9 rounds of an individual decision-making task. In each

round subjects had the choice between two Options. Option A was a fixed amount (that

varied from round to round). Option B was a lottery that paid $10 with 50% chance,

and $20 with 50% chance. For each subject, the fixed amounts were drawn randomly

without replacement from the following list $11, $12, ..., $18, $19. After Part 1 was over,

subjects were informed that from that point onwards, they would be matched into pairs

with another player in the room.

Table 6 shows the fraction of subjects choosing the lottery for each round. A large

majority of subjects (88.4%) have a single switching point. That is, there is a fixed amount

above which they always forgo the lottery and below which they always choose the lottery.

Almost all subjects prefer the lottery over the fixed amount of $12, and almost all prefer

$16 to the lottery.

Table 6: Part 1 choices.

Rounda Option A Option Bb Fraction choosing
the lottery

Switching point
(assuming single SP)

1 11 Lottery 97.7% 0%

2 12 Lottery 94.2% 5.3%

3 13 Lottery 90.7% 4%

4 14 Lottery 62.8% 26.3%

5 15 Lottery 15.1% 51.3%

6 16 Lottery 4.7% 11.8%

7 17 Lottery 1.2% 1.3%

8 18 Lottery 2.3% 0%

9 19 Lottery 0% 0%

Fraction (number) of subjects with a single switch point: 88.4% (76)

aThe order of rounds was randomly determined for each subject in each session, so was which option
appeared on the left or right of the screen.

bIn all rounds, the lottery paid $10 with 50% chance and $20 with 50% chance.
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C.2 Part 2 - voting, no uncertainty

In Part 2, subjects play 6 rounds of a game in which each player in a pair has to vote for

one of two options that determine outcomes for both players. Just as in the Main Game,

Option A is implemented so long as it receives at least one vote, while Option B requires

two votes to be implemented. Unlike in the Main Game, Option B here consists of a fixed

and known allocation. Table 7 presents the parameters that subjects faced in each round

as well as the fraction of subjects who chose Option B in each of those rounds. The order

in which rounds were presented to the subjects was randomly determined and thus varied

from subject to subject.

Table 7: Part 2 choices.

Rounda A (1 vote) B (2 votes)
Fraction Choosing

Option B

1 ($12 ; $12) ($10 ; $20) 0.198

2 ($12 ; $12) ($20 ; $10) 0.686

3 ($16 ; $16) ($10 ; $20) 0.023

4 ($16 ; $16) ($20 ; $10) 0.419

5 ($12 ; $16) ($16 ; $12) 0.872

6 ($16 ; $12) ($12 ; $16) 0.058

aThe order of rounds was randomly determined for each subject in each session.

Each of rounds 1−4 correspond to choices that parallel the Main Game. Round 5 was

included to see whether subjects voted as if they were pivotal. Round 6 was included as a

“sanity check” to see whether subjects voted for Option A, since the allocations in Options

A and B are symmetric. More often than not, subjects vote for the option that gives them

the highest payoff, and act as if they are pivotal.27 This is especially salient in round 5,

where inequality and efficiency are held constant across Options A and B. There, over

87% of our subjects vote for Option B, even though they may anticipate that their pair

member will vote for Option A, and that their own vote will not be relevant. Our round 6

“sanity check” shows that all but a few subjects make choices that are payoff-maximizing

in the absence of inequality and efficiency concerns.

27 We do not expect that this number be 100% since subjects may have social preferences, and may
hold beliefs on their partner’s voting that would render their own vote irrelevant.
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D Demographic Information

Table 8 presents statistics on the demographic information that we collected from subjects

via a questionnaire.

Table 8: Average demographic information.

Human-Human Human-Robot
Treatment Treatment

Female 55.8% 64.3%

Age 21.1 21.0

GPA 3.4 3.5

Nb Years at PSU 3.5 3.5

% Undergraduate 94.2 91.5

Nb. of subjects 86 82

A series of Fisher exact and Chi-squared tests (age, school/major at PSU), test of

probability (female, % undergraduate) and ranksum test (GPA) reject the hypotheses

that subjects in the two treatments come from different populations.28 We also find that

behaving according to theory is no different across the different groups. For example,

women aren’t more likely to behave according to theory relative to men (in either treat-

ment). Likewise, age, GPA or other observables have no influence on ability to make

choices according to predictions.

28In both treatments, the most represented major/school was Economics followed by Science and
Engineering. The fraction of subjects who are in those fields in each treatment represents 74.4% and
63.4%, respectively.
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